For the J = 1 the structure of the lowest order tensor interaction is greatly altered~ Thus, the perturbation expansion appears to radically alter the structure of the equations.
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For a personal retention copy, call Tech. Info. Dioision, Ext. 5545 the first non-adiabatic approximation to the !1 + interaction were ·examined. A set of first order radial equations with multiplicative potentials (in the region r > 1/m) was obtained, involving ¢±±(r) = *(1± ~1 )(1· ± ~2 )¢{r).
A rigorous elimination of ¢+-and ¢_ + led to equations containing ¢ ++ and Such an expansion however is poor for r ~ 1/f-1-, a pole actually existing near r rv • 7/ ~ for the charge singlet state.
For the J = 1 the structure of the lowest order tensor interaction is greatly altered~ Thus, the perturbation expansion appears to radically alter the structure of the equations. 1061 (1953) .
to examine the validity of such an expansion.
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-3-For reasons of simplicity, and because comparison with experiment was not an object of this work, the calculations were limited to consideration of the lowest order interaction corresponding to theecchange of one meson. In particular, the coupled equations between the positive and negative energy components of the wave function for the first non-adiabatic approximation were examined. The "potential energy" parts of these equations are of the form of integral operators. The assumption of a short range hard core allows one to limit the investigation to the asymptotic region (r""' -tl/ f-LC), where these integral operators may approximatelY be replaced by multiplicative potentials, correct to /: . 5
order f-A m of the leading term • The velocity dependent terms were neglected.
2
The inclusion of ( ~ /m) terms would, for consistency, require a treatment of the second non-adiabatic approximationo Beyond this, no further· approximations were made. Although the negative energy components were found to be fA /2m times smaller than the positive energy components, the perturbation expansion of Levy and Klein completely alters the structure of the potentials and thus appears to be incorrect.
While this conclu~ion could have been arrived at in a more direct fashion, the development of sections III and IV was included because of its more general applicability to equations of the type considered. The natural system of units 11 : c = 1 is being used.
.. 
Cf. Ll, equation (42) . The factor :e(l + E ~ + E:t -f,.€,~.) has been inserted to take account of an error in sign appear~ng in that equation 9 It is convenient at this stage to retum to coordinate space. Eq. (2.5) then becomes
where The assumption of a short range repulsive core limits the region ot interest to values ot r N 1/f-l. o Since V(r, r') is a function sharply peaked at
Furthermore the potential V(r) can formally be expanded i~ the usual power series in p /m • To order ~/m or the leading term, the functions K~~t ·become 9 9 In the expression for K~t in (2ol0) the velocity dependent terms were neglected, since to investigate them consistently would require consideration of terms in the fourth order potentialo It is not totally clear that the.y will cancel, as they do in the work of Klein .
•
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By a. straightforward but tedious calculation the potential may be recast in the
....
-
,.,. 
The equation (2o7) The 16-component wave function may conveniently be labeled by two spinor iridices~ (e'ach running from 1 to 4) ¢o<.o <r), where the Greek index is chosen to refer to particle 1, and the Latin index to particle 2. In this scheme ¢(r) may be viewed as a 4 x 4 matrix9 The left hand aide of (2.11),
when in matrix form gives: . 10
where C is the usual unitary charge conjugation matrix , the r.h.s. of (3ol) 
,..,.,... 
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As can be seen, the equations split into two uncoupled sets (3o8a and 3c>8b)
:involving 1\ J 0 J E I A and r, /\0 J H respectively. In the non-relativistic ,.,.,.. ,..,.-,._ In their work Casimir operators replace our 1\ .t.
4-1\++ _ (It-~~
Equations (3ol0) and (3oll) imply that for the triplet state -
.(Jol3) 
where 'U 1 1 ... lA (, ·, V, .
V 4 are radial functions.
After substitution of these functions into (3o8a,b) the angttiar parts may be divided out and general radial equations obtained" We state the results only for the J = 0 (triplet charge state) and J :: 1 (singlet charge state) cases: 
and ~1.
- Fig. 1, a1, a2) ), the first nonadiabatic approximation apparently not allowing "sufficient" retardation for su~h a situation to occur 1 5.
'
We may remark parenthetically that the ~/2m two""pa.ir tenns mentioned above will cancel with the ~ /2m correction to the dominant two-pair structure in a perturQation scheme, as shown b.Y Klein. To see whether this will happen in the present approach, would require detailed calculation.
The rest of the one-pair terms come from a similar source •. 21, 1543 (1953) in the new Tamm-Oancoff formalism does not alter this conclusion.
Although it is not necessarily true that the above singular behavior persists in the more rigorous equations containing integ~al· operator potentials (because there the explicit elimination of the ¢+ _ and· ¢--+components is not possible), it is certainly clear that the perturbation expansion is invalid for ~Xtrr ~'2m/fA. perturbation fashion, one obtains the follo~dng equations, to lowest order
It is interesting to observe that the tensor and central forces do not appear as in the usual structure (e.g., 12 equation (71) 
respectively. The first term is the one considered by Levy and clearly yields the usual tensor force in the ¢ ++state. However, adding the two expressions, the tensor part disappears, leaving only Had one made a perturbation expansion on the second of these terms, its effect would appear as a fourth and higher order potential. On the other hand, from the cancellation observed here and elsewhere in (~o9) one sees that these higher order potentials sum so as to repla 9 e vt w by ,Vc. 'UJ in C5o4a) and
•.
VI. Conclusionso
The procedure utilized in the preceding sections allows one to examine the validity of the perturbation treatment of the negative energy components.
It was hoped at the outset that the avoidance of one of the perturbation approximations inherent in the Levy-Klein program might lead to a convergent series of potentialse This now appears to be doubtful. The pole that appears in the potential for the deuteron ·seems to invalidate the t--~/m expansions which are necessary to replace the integral operators by multiplicative potentials.
Aside from thiaJ the large nmnber of t-J/m corrections to the leading potentials tends to cast doubt on this method~
Perhaps a more dist•1rbing feature is the change in the structure of the 'Jsual tensor interation. Here one has an example of a series of supposedly ) "small" potentials, adding up so as to modify the lowest order potential. This phenomenon is independent of the size of the coupling constant, and hence is characteristic of the pseudoscalar nature of the interaction only. 'l'he possibility is thus raised that other "leading" potentials may similarly be modified by series of terms not even considered in a perturbation scheme to a given ordero To see whether these difficulties occur in higher order approximationa 9
would of course reouire detailed calculationso
